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CORE BEHAVIORS CHECKPOINT INSTRUCTIONS 

This is a tool to help you evaluate where you are at in each of the five core 
behaviors. This is most effective as a self-evaluation tool plus the input of a close, 
trusted person in your life. 

Start by reading through each of the five core behaviors. Carefully read the 
definition of each word as it might not be what you assume it to mean. Then 
read through the descriptors for what each word looks like and the descriptors 
for evidence growth is needed. 

Once you feel familiar with each core behavior, use the colors below 
to honestly assess yourself in each area. Write a G, Y, or R (or use 
colored markers or stickers) over the “YOU” circle. 

GREEN = I am healthy and/or noticeably growing in this area. 
YELLOW = I’ve lost some ground here or need to grow more. 
RED = I am likely unhealthy and need to take steps toward growth soon. 

It should take 15-20 minutes to complete your self-assessment. 

Once you are done, give this paper (or a copy) to a trusted friend or 
family member, and ask them to complete the assessment on you. 
After they are done, have a conversation with them about their 
assessment of you. This will likely feel uncomfortable but be ready to 
listen, not defend or explain. As you identify areas of growth, ask the other 
person to help figure out next steps you can take in the areas that need it. 
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CORE BEHAVIORS CHECKPOINT 
 

HUMILITY  •  PRAYER  •  LOVE  •  CONVICTION  •  TRANSFORMATION 

 
 
 
 
 

HUMILITY 
Letting go of what I believe I am owed and trusting God for what is important. 

   
 
 
 
 
Looks like: Evidence growth is needed: 
+ Vulnerability with others - Posturing for position 
+ Surrendered to God  - Speaks more than listens 
+ Aware of impact on others - Difficulty in receiving input 
+ Grateful  - Discontent 
+ Self-discerning  - Entitlement 
 (welcomes input but doesn’t require much) 
 
 
 
 
 

PRAYER 
Intentionally conveying a message to God from a position of dependence. 

   
 
 
 
 
Looks like: Evidence growth is needed: 
+ Dependent  - Demanding 
+ Faith-building  - Transactional 
+ Individual and corporate - Doesn’t permeate decisions 
+ Honest and trusting  - Unnecessary for success 
+ Aligned to God’s will & character - Autonomy 
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LOVE 
Self-giving action that considers what is best for others based on the character 

of God and work of Jesus Christ. 
 
 
 
 
Looks like: Evidence growth is needed: 
+ Patient  - Impatient 
+ Kind  - Unkind 
+ Honest  - Sacrificing people to projects 
+ Caring for both people & projects - Self-focused 
+ Others-focused  - Manipulative & deceptive 
    (leaves out key details) 
 
 

CONVICTION 
Commitment to make decisions and take action on the basis of God’s Word 

regardless of how I may feel about it. 
 
 
 
 
Looks like: Evidence growth is needed: 
+ Scripture-generated  - Fear-based 
+ Courage filled  - Brash, rude, or careless 
+ Executed compassionately  - Pleasing others is a priority 
+ Pleasing God priority  - Concerns are more influential 
    than the right thing 
    
 

TRANSFORMATION 
Process of becoming less our sinful nature and more our new nature in Christ. 

 
 
 
 
Looks like: Evidence growth is needed: 
+ Christ-reflecting  - Self-reflecting  
+ Health, margin, and rest - Hurried and too busy 
+ Character catching spiritual position - Character stagnation 
+ Yielding to what God says about me - Demanding what I say about me 
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